Tuesday, April 19, 2011, 7:30 pm

Russ McGlenn
of Adventure Safaris
(www.adventuresafaris.org)

"The Magnificent Monster of Manitoba"

For years people have been seeing a serpent-like creature on Lake Manitoba, Canada. Indian stories also tell of some kind of large animal that roams the waters of the lake. They call him PogoPogo, the local community calls it Manipogo. “Mani” for Manitoba and “pogo” using part of the Indian name. This is to designate the creatures as the ones that live in Manitoba since PogoPogo has been seen all the way across Canada to Vancouver Island.

In the past, Adventure Safari leaders Russ and Tricia McGlenn led two different safaris to Manipogo Park on Lake Manitoba to look for the creatures and interview eyewitnesses. Questions they will be answering are as follows:

Is Manipogo a marine creature from the “dinosaur” era?
*Is Manipogo an ancient marine whale called a basilasaurus?
*Why do living dinosaurs falsify the evolutionary hypothesis?
*Are there other living dinosaurs in the world today?
*What evidence shows that dinosaurs and Indians lived at the same time?

Included will be video taped interviews of two of the eyewitnesses that have seen Manipogo.

The written report on Manipogo, including transcripts of the interview will be available for $5.00.

Two 5 minute video cuts of eyewitness interviews will be shown in the meeting.

Sponsored by the Twin Cities Creation Science Association, Free and Open To The Public, For More Information Visit www.tccsa.tc